Late Medieval Prayerbook Literature

International Workshop
University of Freiburg (CH)
13th-14th of February 2020
Program

Thursday, 13th of February 2020

14.00 h  Welcome and Coffee (chair: Carolin Gluchowski)
14.30 h  Introduction of own Research I (chair: Anna Dlabacova)

  Bjöern Klaus Buschbeck (Stanford)
  A Spiritual Craft? Prayed Objects in the German Late Middle Ages

  Carolin Gluchowski (Freiburg)
  Seeing Monastic Reform in Late-Medieval Prayerbook Literature. Towards a Combined Approach of Visual Literacy and Manuscript Studies

16.00 h  Coffee
16.30 h  Introduction of own Research II (chair: Youri Desplenter)

  Matthias Standke (Paderborn)
  Late Medieval and Early Modern German Printed Hymnals (1450-1600)

  Godelinde Perk (Oxford)

17.30 h  End
18.00 h  Dinner

Friday, 14th of February 2020

9.30 h  Discussion of COST Proposal I
10.30 h  Coffee
11.00 h  Discussion of COST Proposal II
12.30 h  Lunch
14.00 h  Introduction of own Research III (chair: Carolin Gluchowski)

  Tobias Hodel (Bern)
  Automatic Text Recognition and Document Analysis based on Machine Learning: Transkribus 2020

15.00 h  End
Workshop Venue

Hotel

Hine Adon Hotel
Rue Pierre-Aebly 11
CH-1700 Fribourg

tel.: +41 26 322 37 77
mail: fribourg.city@hineadon.com
web: https://hineadon.com/grp/fribourg.city.de.php?
contact: Frederic Jonatara

From the main train station, it is a 12 minute walk to the Fribourg (CH), Hine Adon Hotel. You can also take the bus (lines 1, 2 and 6) to the bus station Fribourg (CH), Tilleul/Cathédrale.
Workshop

Universität Freiburg
Avenue de l'Europe 20
CH-1700 Fribourg

Room: University of Fribourg, Seminar Saal MIS 4122

Dinner

Ristorante Molino Fribourg
Rue de Lausanne 93
1700 Fribourg

tel.: +41 26 322 30 65
web: https://molino.ch/de/pizzeria-ristorante-molino-freiburg

From the university, it is a 7 minute walk to the restaurant.
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